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ABSTRACT
The vibration characteristics and piezoelectric energy harvesting ability of a bluff
body of different shapes are analyzed at different Reynolds numbers. The lattice
Boltzmann method is used to solve the fluid, and the three mechanical fields of the
electromechanical are coupled. For the Re between 5000 and 1500, the locking region,
the amplitude, the lift and the energy collection characteristics of the four kinds of bluff
bodies are analyzed. It is shown that the voltage output of the four blunt bodies
increases with the increase of Reynolds number. Four kinds of blunt body energy
collection ability were sorted by: square column greater than triangular column greater
than cylindrical column greater than shaped column.

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, piezoelectric vibration generator technology has developed
rapidly. Vortex-induced vibrating piezoelectric actuator (VIVPEH) designed for energy
supply problems such as MEMS systems and sensors and other low-power electronic
products has begun to receive much attention. VIVPEH has many advantages, such as
continuity, stability and so on. It can save a lot of maintenance costs. And it is a new
direction of the development of low energy wireless power supply technology.
In the study of vortex induced vibration piezoelectric energy harvesting, accurate
calculation of vortex induced vibration is a difficult point. The flow around a bluff body is
a complex problem in fluid mechanics. There are three main research methods (CFD):
finite difference method, finite element method and finite volume method. In the above
method, the nonlinear partial differential equations are discredited into various algebraic
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equations by discrete schemes. However, the process of linearizing and solving the
nonlinear N-S equation is still difficult and less efficient. The lattice Boltzmann (LBM)
method, which starting point from the mesoscopic level , is a method to solve the flow
field from the mesoscopic level.
The LBM theory holds that the fluid is composed of a large number of mesoscopic
particles, and the results of the macroscopic motion are obtained by averaging the
particles in the discrete system. The advantages are high computational efficiency,
good stability and simple boundary condition processing. In this paper, the lattice
Bolzmann method of mesoscopic model is used to simulate the flow around the bluff of
variable cross-section, and the vortex-induced vibration energy characteristics of
different cross-sectional shapes are analyzed.

2. PHYSICAL MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1 Physical model
When the blunt body is bent or the blunt body itself is elastic, the lift causes the
blunt body to vibrate. The fluid causes the body to vibrate sideways, and the vibrations
of the bluff body, in turn, affect the flow of the fluid, and this alternating effect is called
fluid-solid coupling.
Fig.1 shows the vortex-induced vibration energy collection system distribution map.
The range of the study is 40D for the transverse width of the fluid and 120D in the
longitudinal direction, The blunt body is connected to the piezoelectric oscillator and is
fixed at one end near the fluid inlet and the other end is the free end, The fluid flows
around the bluff body to produce vortex induced vibration, the bluff body swings
laterally, the piezoelectric vibrator is squeezed, and a wire is connected to the outer
electrode of the piezoelectric vibrator and the base pole to an external resistance and
an oscilloscope.

Fig. 1 General layout of energy collection system
Fig. 2 is a piezoelectric vibrator structure of a cylindrical model. In this paper, the
diameter of the cylinder is 0.01m and the length is 1m. The piezoelectric module adopts

Song Rujun (2013) piezoelectric vibrator with length 0.1m and thickness of 0.05mm.
The piezoelectric plate is connected to the cylinder and is facing the direction of the
flow, ignoring the effect of the fluid on the piezoelectric sheet. Parameters of blunt body
vibration system are given in Tab.1.

Fig.2 Structure of cylindrical piezoelectric vibrator
Table 1 Parameters of blunt body vibration system
Structural parameters

symbol

value

Blunt body quality

M（kg）

0.0934

System structure damping

C(N.s/m)

0.107

System stiffness

K(N/m)

678

System inherent frequency

f n ( Hz )

13.56

Feature size

D(m)

0.01

Blunt body length

L(m)

1

Density of water at 20
degrees centigrade
Dynamic viscosity of water
at 20
Electromechanical coupling
coefficient
Equivalent capacitance

ρ( kg / m )

3

1000

ν( pa  s )

0.001



0.0002022

CP ( F )

6.13 108

2.2 Boltzmann equation and its simplification
Assume that the velocity distribution function is f, which is a function of position
vector r(x, y, z) , velocity vector v (vx , v y , vz ) and time t, when statistics, the position is in
the volume enclosed by r and r + dr , and the number of molecules can be expressed
by the velocity distribution function f (r , v, t )drdt .

There are two influencing factors in the evolution of the distribution function over
time: one is the movement of the numerator, the other is the collision between
molecules. The principle that f changes by the motion of molecules: in t+dt time, the
molecular position vector changes from r to r+dr, and the speed changes from V to
v+dv. In the case of no collision, the number of molecules at the t moment is shifted to
the t+dt moment, there is:
f  r  dr , v  adv, t  dt  drdv  f  r , v, t  drdv

(1)

Through the principle of making change by means of collisions between molecules:
The number of molecules increased due to collisions:
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Convert the formula to the right item as a collision item.
The motion change amount is superimposed on the collision change amount:
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Simplify it to get:
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Higuera et al.(1989) proposed a simplified collision operator:
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(6)

It is assumed that the collision operator Ω is proportional to feq-f and the scale factor
is 1/τ, where τ is the relaxation time. The relaxation time refers to the characteristic time
from the unbalanced state to the local equilibrium state, which reflects the rate at which
the distribution function approaches the local equilibrium due to the collision, which is
related to the viscosity of the fluid.
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Among them:
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Where D,R,T,ρ,u are the spatial size, gas constant, macroscopic temperature, density,
fluid velocity respectively.
So Boltzmann equation is simplified:

f i ( r  tei , t  t )  f i ( r , t ) 

1

 f eq (r , t )  f i ( r , t ) 
 i

(9)

Where f i (r , t ) represents the probability that the virtual fluid particles enter the node r
at the speed ei at t.
In this paper, we use the D2Q9 Model(Qian Y H et al.1996) The lattice is as Fig.3.
Chen et al. (1996) proposed a balanced distribution function for the D2Q9 model:
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Fig.3 The lattice of D2Q9 Model
Where wi is the weight set for solving the mesh model anisotropy,  is the fluid
density, u is the fluid velocity, c  RT is the lattice velocity,
velocity.
In D2Q9 model:
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i  5, 6, 7,8

Where c  x / t is the lattice velocity and ei is the discrete velocity. The weight wi
in the expression of the equilibrium distribution is given as follows:
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When we find the direction density a, we can find the macroscopic parameters:
8
1 8
Macro density:    f i , Macro Speed: pressure: u   f i ei ,and Pressure:
i 0
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The electromechanical coupling equation is as following:

My  Cy  Ky  V  Fy

(13)
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In the numerical calculation of convective electromechanical coupling, both fluidsolid coupling and electromechanical coupling are required to simulate both the
solution and the logical order. The simulation process is described below and is shown
in Fig. 4.

Fig.4 Bohrzmann flow of electromechanical coupling flow chart
(1)At time t, the initial parameters of the flow field are: the fluid velocity u, the
pressure p, the density ρ, the viscosity µ.Using the lattice Bolzmann equation, velocity
dispersion is carried out in the direction of 0 ~ 8, and the flow field velocity u1, density
ρ1 and pressure p1 are obtained, and the force Fy of the fluid on the blunt body is
calculated.
(2)The lift Fy of the bluff body is brought into the electromechanical coupling equation
to calculate the voltage output V and the electric power output P at time t and obtain
the position py of the updated piezoelectric oscillator.

(3)Blunt body lift Fy in the lattice Boltzmann method, the updated flow field velocity u1,
the flow field pressure p1 and the updated piezoelectric oscillator position py are
obtained using steps 1 and 2, and the next time step t  t Continue to calculate;
(4)The calculation of the above steps is repeated, and when the time step reaches
the set time t, the calculation is completed.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS OF VARIOUS COLUMNS
3.1 Vibration characteristics of the different blunt bodies
The flow field is solved using the Lattice Boltzmann method in this paper, the
piezoelectric cantilever collect energy flow to achieve three electrical field coupling, for
different shapes under different Reynolds numbers of blunt body energy collection was
numerically simulated. Different shapes of bluff body including cylinder, square column,
triangle column, trapezoidal column.
The basic parameters in this paper are: Water density at 20℃ is 1000kg/m3, the
Kinematic viscosity of water at 20℃is 0.001pa·s. In status list, U is flow velocity, Ur is
reduction rate which defined as: Ur=U/(fn·D), where in fn represents a blunt body
1 K
where M said the quality of blunt body. Calculation
natural frequency, f n 
2 M
conditions of various kinds of bluff body is list in Table 2 and 3.
Table2 Calculation conditions of cylinder, square column, and triangle column
Re
U(m/s)
Ur(m/s)
5000

0.5

3.685430615

6000

0.6

4.422516738

7000

0.7

5.159602861

8000

0.8

5.896688984

9000

0.9

6.633775107

10000

1

7.370861231

11000

1.1

8.107947354

12000

1.2

8.845033477

13000

1.3

9.5821196

14000

1.4

10.31920572

15000

1.5

11.05629185

Table3
Re

Calculation conditions of trapezoidal column
U(m/s)
Ur(m/s)

5000

0.5

3.685430615

6000

0.6

4.422516738

7000

0.7

5.159602861

8000

0.8

5.896688984

9000

0.9

6.633775107

10000

1

7.370861231

13000

1.3

9.5821196

15000

1.5

11.05629185

20000

2.0

14.74172246

Fig. 5 Amplitude response curves of vortex excited vibration of bluff body at different
Reynolds numbers

As shown in Fig. 5, the amplitude of four blunt body response curve with the
Reynolds number, the cylindrical amplitude variation with Reynolds number for a
steady rise in the state, in the Reynolds number in the Re = 8000 ~ 13000 range,
namely the reduction in speed (Ur = 5.89 ~ 9.58) within the range of amplitude variation
is very small and between 0.8D and 0.9D, the vibration is very stable, the range of
vibration amplitude variation amplitude area. The lock column is very large, at
Re=13000 the amplitude is very large, this area is a square column of Vortex-induced
Vibration of transition zone galloping. Triangular amplitude variation with Reynolds
number is not stable, achieve a small peak at Re=10000 and then decreased after
Re=13000, the amplitude increased again. The amplitude is decreased because of the
triangular vibration in the vortex induced vibration of the supporting range, the
amplitude ratio of the lock after the increase of the amplitude of vibration area is small,
because the vibration of the triangular prism galloping over the area At the transition
stage, the trapezoidal column has a similar change with the triangular column, and
there is also a small peak value. After the Re=10000, the transition from vortex excited
vibration to galloping vibration.

Fig. 6 Amplitude response curves of columns with different cross section shapes
As shown in Fig. 6, the amplitudes of blunt bodies with different cross sections
increase with increasing Reynolds number, while there are different locking ranges at
different widths. Among them, the amplitude of the column is the smallest, and the
amplitude of the triangular column and the trapezoidal column is not much different.
However, the amplitude of the trapezoidal column is gentler than that of the triangular
column. The angle of the triangular column is much larger. After 14000≤Re, the
amplitude of the triangular column is much larger than that of the trapezoidal column,
The amplitude of the square column is the largest among the four bluff bodies, and
after 12000 ≤ Re, the amplitude increases sharply and the instability occurs. The
amplitudes of the four blunt bodies are sorted as square columns greater than
trapezoidal columns greater than triangular columns greater than cylinder columns.

3.2 Energy-harvesting characteristics
As shown in Fig.7, the output voltage changes with different cross-section shapes
of the bluff body with Reynolds number response curve, the output voltage increases
and the amplitude response of smooth cylindrical same, changes in the output voltage
range of the lock mode 19v to output voltage of 26V. square cylinder with Reynolds
number is particularly large, the lock output voltage range of oscillation the 25V to 35V;
the output voltage and cylindrical triangular column are similar, similar to linear changes
in the output voltage range of the lock mode 19v to 24V; voltage output ability of
trapezoid column is relatively low, the influence of voltage output of its Reynolds
number is more and more small, the lock output voltage range of vibration the 17.5V to
24V.

Fig.7 Amplitude response curves of vortex excited vibration of bluff body at different
Reynolds numbers

Fig. 8 Amplitude response curves of columns with different cross section shapes
As shown in Fig. 8, the output voltage of the four bluff bodies’ increases with the
Reynolds number increase, which shows that the four kinds of blunt body piezoelectric
energy collection capacity increases with the Reynolds number increases. Among them,
the energy collecting ability of cylindrical and triangular columns is similar, and tends to
be linear; The energy collecting capacity of a trapezoidal column is similar to that of a
cylindrical triangular column in the range of locked vibration, but its energy collection
capacity is less than that of a column and a triangular column beyond the range of the
range of vibration; The piezoelectric energy collecting ability of square column is the
strongest blunt body of four kinds of bluff body. In the range of locked vibration, its
output voltage is the highest, and the energy collecting ability is enhanced sharply
when it leaves the range of vibration. The energy collection ability of four kinds of bluff
bodies is sorted as square column greater than triangle column greater than cylindrical
ladder greater than shaped column.

3. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the vibration characteristics and piezoelectric energy harvesting
ability of a bluff body of different shapes are analyzed at different Reynolds numbers.
The lattice Boltzmann method is used to solve the fluid, and the three mechanical fields
of the electromechanical are coupled. For the Re between 5000 and 1500, the locking
region, the amplitude, the lift and the energy collection characteristics of the four kinds
of bluff bodies are analyzed. The characteristics of the four blunt bodies are compared
and the following conclusions are drawn:
(1) Vibration characteristics of bluff bodies with different cross sections at different
Reynolds numbers:
The amplitudes of vibration of four blunt bodies increase with the increase of
Reynolds number. At the same time, with the increase of Reynolds number, the
vibration amplitude of the cylinder, square column and triangle column is more and

more influenced by Reynolds number, but the influence of the trapezoidal column is
smaller and smaller.
The vortex induced vibration of a cylinder is divided into initial branch, locked
vibration region and upper branch. The vibration range is 8000 ≤Re ≤ 13000, the
corresponding reduction rate of 5.89 ≤ Ur ≤ 9.58, the amplitude between 0.8D and 0.9D.
The vortex excited vibration of square column also has initial branch, locked
vibration region and upper branch. The vibration range is 7000 ≤ Re ≤ 12000,
corresponding to the reduction rate of 5.16 ≤Ur ≤8.81, the amplitude between 1.25D
and 1.4D.
Vibration lock range of triangular column is 8000 ≤Re ≤12000, corresponding to
the reduction rate of 5.89≤Ur≤8.84, the amplitude between 0.9D and 1.1D.
Vibration lock range trapezoid column is 6000 ≤Re ≤10000, corresponding to the
reduction rate of 4.42 ≤Ur≤7.37, the amplitude between 1.0D and 1.1D.
The amplitude ratios of the four blunt bodies are: square column greater than
trapezoidal column greater than triangular column greater than cylinder.
(2) The characteristics of piezoelectric energy collection under different Reynolds
number are not used:
The voltage output of the four blunt bodies increases with the increase of Reynolds
number. As with the vibration characteristics, with the increase of the Reynolds number,
the output voltage of the cylinder, square column and triangle column is more and more
influenced by the Reynolds number, but the influence on the output voltage of the
trapezoidal column is smaller and smaller.
Changes in output voltage cylinder with Reynolds number is similar to the linear
change, because the lock vibration area cylindrical vortex induced vibration of the most
wide, so the output voltage is four of the most stable cylindrical blunt body, the lock
output voltage vibration within the scope of the 19V to 26V.
The voltage output of the square column varies greatly with the Reynolds number,
and the voltage output in the locked vibration region is the largest in the four bluff
bodies. After leaving the locked vibration region, the amplitude increases sharply and
the output voltage increases sharply. The voltage output in the lock range is 25V to 35V.
The voltage output of the triangular column is similar to that of the cylinder,
approximately linear, and the voltage output of the triangular column is lower than the
overall level of the column, and the voltage output in the range of the oscillation is 19V
to 24V.
The voltage output capacity of the trapezoidal column is relatively low, and its
voltage output is less and less affected by the Reynolds number, and the voltage
output in the range of lock vibration is from 17.5V to 24V.
Four kinds of blunt body energy collection ability were sorted by: square column
greater than triangular column greater than cylindrical column greater than shaped
column.
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